
The ultimate multi fuel vehicle $15,000 OBO
Hydrogen Power 2006 Ford Ranger XL Extra Cab w/ 24,000 miles
This vehicle was designed and built for a company that no longer exists. 
Hydrogen Power Inc.
This vehicle has all the trimmings to run gasoline, compressed natural gas (CNG), 
compressed hydrogen (H2) or a blend of H2 and CNG (hythane).
It comes with a laptop and the software to program the ECO-Fuel bypass ECU that is 
installed.
A second set of gaseous fuel injectors is switched on and the stock gasoline injectors are 
switched of seamlessly “on the fly”
The vehicle has a timing retard module that can be switched on for driving on H2
You can program new fuel maps to optimize the fuel of choice.
I run the vehicle mostly on CNG as I can’t get H2 in Seattle.  If you live in LA, 
Vancouver or Sacramento, you can drive the lowest emissions fuel available. Hydrogen

If you add a propane tank and a propane regulator this vehicle can also be programmed to 
run on propane since the gaseous fuel injectors are low pressure propane injectors.

Vehicle comes with more than $15,000 of professionally installed hardware.
16 valve I-4 Duratech ford 2.3L engine (lots of sport extras available from Cosworth)
Two SCI 3600 psi tanks installed for 250 miles range on CNG or 90-100 miles on H2

Using a blend of CNG and H2 almost 300 miles is attainable
Stock 15 gallon gasoline tank. 
5 speed manual trans
ECO-Fuel ECU with gaseous fuel rail
Innovate wide band O2 sensor digital reader in cab for immediate fuel trim info
Crane Cams timing retard module
Upgraded alternator from 90 amps to 130 amps
400 watt 110 Volt AC inverter professionally installed 
Custom Vented tonneau cover.
Push button H2/CNG/Gasoline switch with LCD fuel pressure indicator
Laptop for programming ECO-Fuel ECU and all required cables comes with truck!
Fuel connectors for H2 and CNG
Wiring in bed for spare battery with battery box and isolation switch
Totalizing flow meter
Temperature/pressure compensator
Uninstalled electric fan and fan shroud
Spare timing cover with water pump
Manuals for all equipment.
Logos and graphics are wrapped on the vehicle. These will come off easily and the paint 
is stock white or leave them on so the world can see you driving on H2.
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